Committee on Health and Welfare

Will meet at: 1:00 P.M. Date: November 10, 2005

Location: Committee Room 5

Remarks:

HCR 29 HEBERT  
HOSPI TALS/CHARITY  Urges and requests the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center to discontinue discussion of expropriation for the construction of a public hospital in East Baton Rouge Parish

HB 5 WALKER  
HEALTH CARE/FACILITIES  Provides for the Department of Health and Hospitals to promulgate rules for the establishment, reestablishment, or continued operation of nursing facilities, hospitals, and intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded located in areas subject to hurricanes, tidal surges, or flooding (Item #43)

HB 91 HEBERT  
HOSPITALS  Authorizes the Department of Health and Hospitals to promulgate rules relative to licensing healthcare facilities

________________________________________
SYDNIE MAE DURAND  
Chairman